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PS-80 Power Supply module
In combination with a PS-0 module, our CS-xx modules are fed by an external power supply.
In order to provide a better and nicer way of powering an ELTIM CS-80 or module, we developed
a sandwich mounted Power Supply PCB, exactly matching the dimensions and power connector
location of the CS-80 Current Stage modules.
This PS-80 is connected by a long 2x 36 (3A) pin gold plated header connector.
It also fits on our CS-95 (new), CS-120 and L- mounted module CS-40.
There is NO wiring required except for the transformer, connected by separate screw terminals.
With the fast growing interest in our Amplifier modules and very positive experiences we had in the past
years, we decided to modify and upgrade our PS-80 modules where some new ideas are implemented.
This PS-80 v2 Power Supply PCB highlights:
o Effective and space saving, stacked sandwich construction with CS-80 Current Stage module.
o VS-module sits in between PS- and CS-module, surrounded by grounded copper.
o Wide variety of quality / pricing due to three different PCB layouts / qualities.
o Quality MKP capacitors fit over the voltage rails, improving transient response.
o Backside is almost completely ground, shielding and protecting the sensitive VS-input module.
o Input signal ground (Sgnd) is leading to ground star point separately in shortest possible way.
o VS-module ground is leading to ground star point separately in shortest possible way.
o Gold plated, 38mm header connector with 2x36 pin connections, direct contact with CS-board.
o Both V+ and V- supply voltages flow in 2x6 = 12 pins of this connector. 36A max…..
o High quality, double sided FR4+ PCB’s from a highly regarded European manufacturer.
o No wiring needed, except for transformer connections, made by screw connectors.
o Fuse holders (fuses not provided, check trafo data) for secondary fusing of the transformer.
o Header for a symmetrical voltage regulator board ELTIM VR-x, supplying the VS-module.
o Header for an ELTIM PR-x Protection module. It checks for about any fault possible.
o Mounting holes and dimensions match exactly to CS-80 and MODU 3PD02200 heat sink.
o Dimensions: 200x80mm. Height is defined by the capacitors used.
o Dimensions total package based on VS-20/CS-80/PS-80: 200x80x80mm

Picture shows V1 version of PS-80, just to give an impression of how its all connected.
As soon as new versions from this document are available we will replace this picture!
Here we used a MODU 3U (120mm high) Dissipante cabinet.
All our designs are matching one or more MODU cabinet types by the way.
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ELTIM PS-80A Power Supply module

PS80A-MLGO++ supply module
with 4x MLGO+ 10.000uF/80V and SUPSGO-0,33uF silver/gold/oil MKP’s

Designed as THE ultimate linear, symmetrical Power Supply board in a 4-pole power lines configuration with widest
possible tracks for our CS-80, CS-95 and CS-120 current stage modules.
This PCB (only) fits the following supply capacitor combinations:
 2x 2
Ø35mm 4-pin, 4-pole capacitors MUNDORF MLGO+ (glued to the PCB) and two MKP caps.
 2x
Ø40mm, 4-pin, 4-pole KEMET ALN20S slit foil capacitors (also ELNA/BHC!) and two small and two
large audio grade MKP capacitors, like Mundorf Supreme capacitors for the ultimate transient response.
NOTE: there are no other true 4-pole capacitors available. All other 4-pin types are 2-pole capacitor types (fitting PS-80C) !
The Vac is rectified by four schottky diodes and it has a 2x 35um copper surface with gold plated solder tabs.
The schottky diodes are faster and show less losses and side effects compared to regular rectifier bridges > more/cleaner
power available. However and as always, these special diodes cost significant more than a regular, standard rectifier
bridge. You’ll find those only in top quality power supplies. Cooling can be done by a thin sheet of copper or aluminium.
It won’t be a surprise that the rare 4-pole capacitors also cost way more than regular types, about 30-40% more.
Due to the large and thick copper surfaces at both sides, this PCB is able to lead up to 10A of rectified current.
You can drive up to 4 pairs of 8A or 2 pairs of 16A EXICON Mosfet based CS-40/80/95/120 modules with it.
4-pole technology, what is that?
In a 4-pole Power Supply like this, the capacitors have 4 pins:
+Vin, -Vin, +Vout and -Vout, so there are FOUR instead of two supply rails
required to connect them in a way as meant to be.
All these four supply rails are on the front side as super wide tracks.
The back side fits both power ground areas and so shielding the nearby
VS-module. There are also VS-module ground and an input ground tracks.
These two are leading separately to the central earth connection at the transformer connector. This extra is minimising
hum, noise and interference. Actually, with this PS-module our amps are absolutely and totally silent.
Some of the advantages of 4-pole technology are: elimination of internal inductance, current flowing in one direction,
mechanical stability, etc. About 95% of all copper at both sides is used as full areas instead of smaller tracks.
NOTE: by far not all 4-pin capacitors are 4-POLE capacitors. These very available 2-pole / 4-pin types CANNOT be used on this CS-80 A pcb. They will not
be connected in a correct way! Actually, we spent a lot of time finding other types, but couldn’t find any other brand/type than MLGO+ and ALN20S.
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ELTIM PS-80B Power supply module

Designed as audio grade linear, symmetrical Power Supply board with widest possible tracks. We use double sided FR4+
boards of a European manufacturer with a copper thickness of 2x35um, where 18um (and single layer) is common.
This PCB fits two different types of capacitor layouts:
 2x4 Ø25mm 2-pin, pitch 10mm snap-in capacitors like the unbeatable MUNDORF MLGO (glued to PCB).
The far outer ones can be replaced by significant sized audio grade MKP capacitors, improving transient response and clarity.


2x2 Ø30/35mm 2-pin, pitch 10mm snap-in capacitors.
The outer ones can be replaced by significant sized audio grade MKP capacitors, improving transient response and clarity.

 2x Ø40mm 4-pin, 2-poles capacitors (f.e. KEMET ALC10) for long life/professional purposes
In all cases, extra chassis mounted capacitors can be connected at the top outer ends.
In all cases there are locations for 15/22,5mm MKP capacitors available, connected over the power rails.
Further there are very fast schottky diodes, forming a rectifier bridge. Due to a lower drop voltage, there are less losses or
in other words: more output voltage (=power) available compared to supplies with a regular rectifier bridge.
Besides the way higher supply quality, it also has a way higher efficiency than SMPS’s: >95% instead of around 70%.
Also, the rectified voltage is more clean due to the lower drop voltage and other characteristics. There is also no high
frequency generated, so also nothing to filter out, making it a nice and clean power supply.
The front side copper leads the supply rails tracks, the back side is almost completely ground, protecting and shielding the
nearby VS-xx input module of an amplifier pack. No significant noise or hum noticeable at all.
With its 2x 35um thick and wide copper tracks this PCB can withstand up to 10A of rectified currents without significant
losses. Max. possible performance with a “regular” 3-track symmetrical power supply with very compact dimensions!
You can drive 4 pairs of 8A or two pairs of 16A EXICON Mosfet based CS-40/80/95/120 modules with it.
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ELTIM PS-80C Power supply module

“Regular” built linear symmetrical Power Supply PCB with an common, well known rectifier bridge and wide supply tracks
at both sides. The back side is about all grounded. The 8A rectifier defines the max. power to be retracted.
W appeared to be able to make positions for several types of capacitors on this PS-80C PCB without compromising it:
 2x
Ø40mm, 2-pole, 4-pin capacitors. These are interesting for high values and/or long lifecycle purposes.
While using these, also 17x36mm audio grade MKP’s fit for improved transient response.
 2x
Ø30/35/40mm, 2-pin capacitors. Available in all qualities, price ranges and capacities.
While using these, also 17x36mm audio grade MKP’s fit for improved transient response.
 2x11 Ø18mm radial capacitors like f.e. Nichicon “Fine Gold” 1000uF/63V fit. Smaller MKP’s fit under the bridge.
 2x2
Axial capacitors Ø22x52mm for cost effective or low profile solutions. 3300uF/63V or 4700uF/50V will fit.
Instead you could mount 2 or 4 large MKP’s here and connect large external chassis mounted capacitors.
In all cases, extra MKP capacitors fit, improving transient responses. Also chassis mounted capacitors can be connected.
The front side copper leads the supply rails tracks, the back side is almost completely ground, protecting and shielding the
nearby VS-xx input module of an amplifier pack. No noise, no hum noticeable at all.
There are 2mm holes for wiring up extra external capacitors as well. They can be connected in any setup listed above.
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Below we only list some possibilities of ELTIM built PS-80 modules:
PS-80 MLGO+ Fitted with 2x2 6.800uF/80V MUNDORF MLGO+ audio grade, long lifecycle caps. Type A PCB.
Total 2x 13.600uF. With a 4-pole layout and Schottky rectifier diodes the absolute top.
Mundorf Sup8-0,33 capacitors are mounted as well for better transient response. Depth 43mm.

PS-80 MLGO++ Fitted with 2x2 10.000uF/80V MUNDORF MLGO+ audio grade, long lifecycle caps. Type A PCB.
Total 2x 20.000uF. With a 4-pole layout and Schottky rectifier diodes the absolute top.
Mundorf SUPSGO-0,33 capacitors are mounted as well for better transient response. D=53mm.

PS-80 ALNS

Fitted with 2x 10.000uF/63V KEMET ALN20S high grade Ø40mm capacitors. Type A PCB.
With a 4-pole layout, slit foil technology and Schottky rectifier diodes. 18000 hours lifecycle.
High quality Mundorf SUP8 capacitors are mounted for better transient response. D=42mm
Since there is a long lead time on ALN20S capacitors you might have to wait a while, sorry.

The modules above are soldered with MUNDORF MSOL.S silver solder of very high quality. PCB A has gold plated solder isles!
On special request we even can supply them with full silver or full gold plated surfaces, yet with significantly rising price.

PS-80 MLGO

Fitted with 2x4 2.200uF/63V MUNDORF MLGO audio grades. Schottky rectifier. Type B PCB
Total 2x 8.800uF. Reference sound quality and high value (105º) capacity for highest demands.
An MKP capacitor is mounted as well for better transient response. Depth 32mm.
With this type we strongly advise to mount 2x2 MLGO 2200uF/63V on the CS-80 as well. Total 2x 13200uF!

PS-80 LKG

Fitted with 2x2 6.800uF/63V NICHICON LKG audio grade capacitors, 85ºC. Schottky rectifier.
Total 2x 13600uF with High-End sound quality and power reserve. Type B PCB. Depth 32mm.

PS-80 ALC40

Fitted with 2x2 8.200uF/63V KEMET ALC-40 Ø35x40mm capacitors, 105ºC. Schottky rectifier.
2x 16.400uF with high ripple current capability and a long lifecycle of 7000 hours. Type B PCB.

PS-80 ALC10

Fitted with 2x 10.000uF/63V KEMET ALC10 Ø40x35mm professional 4-pinned caps, 85ºC.
Type C PCB. With the extremely long lifespan of 18000 hours suitable for 24/7 powering.

PS-80 LLS

Fitted with 2x Nichicon LLS 12.000uF/63V Ø35mm 3000 hours capacitors.
Most sold, “regular” supply. Type C PCB. Depth 47mm

PS-80 UFG

“Fine Gold” version with 2x 11 1.000uF/63V Ø18x36mm NICHICON UFG capacitors. Type C PCB
Total 2x 11000uF. Audio grade 85ºC/1000 hours capacitors. Focussed on high sound quality.
Since there is a long lead time on these capacitors you might have to wait a while, sorry.

PS-80 FCA

Fitted with 2x 11 1.200uF/63V Ø18x32mm PANASONIC FC-A capacitors. Type C PCB
Total 2x 13200uF. Quality 105ºC/5000 hours capacitors. Focus on power/durability/low profile.

Above we only give some ideas of what we believe makes sense. On request we can mount about any
brand / type / value / voltage capacitors for you, as long as you follow the design structure of the A/B/C
layouts! Just send us an email and tell what you have in mind. We’ll respond with an offer.
While buying one of these boards as a DIY kit, there are NO ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS supplied, so you can
and have to select some you like. We have a lot to choose from.
Extra supply capacitors
All three board types have holes Ø2mm where wiring for extra chassis mounted capacitors can be
connected. Then you can connect about any capacity and quality you like.
While using these PS-80 Power Supply modules keep
in mind that on our CS-80 current stage there is space
for extra supply capacitors very close to the power
transistors. Due to this bass response is very nice….
Mounting some there will increase the overall sound
quality and will assist the connected power supply unit
as well. 2x 2 Ø25mm or 2x 3 Ø18mm capacitors fit.
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Modular connecting

Scale 1:1 side view impression of a complete mounted pack.
You only need to connect the transformer and the in/output wiring to the amplifier pack.
At the first page is a nice example of a pack like this.

CONNECTOR FUNCTIONS
The bottom connector of our CS-modules is meant to connect a symmetrical power supply to it.
These PS-80 Power Supply modules fits to this connector.
With the supplied 2x36 pin, 38mm long gold
plated connector, all connections are set, so you
only need to connect a double windings
transformer to it. Each power lead uses 2x6
pins, 3A each! So per power lead a current of
12x3=36A could flow without damage. Ground even uses 16 leads
+ 4 for VS/input ground, leading separately to the central ground tab.
As with all our modules, we use the more expensive milled and gold
plated female header (3A) types. We use these quality connectors in
PS-80 connections to a CS-80
all our modules. NO worries about quality loss nor short life cycle!
2x6 x 3A = 36A max current!
Protection module option
In these PS-80 versions there is also a connector mounted where a Protection module (in development)
could fit. This module is fast discharging the power supply if something goes wrong. We do it this way
instead of using a relay in the speaker line for three reasons:
- A power relay contact in the speaker line is causing distortion in small signals.
- In case of activation, the amp has some fault, so you NEED to bring the power down, not just disconnect
the speaker. By deactivating the amplifier itself, no further harm can be done.
- The power comes up and goes down / amplifier shutdown in a controlled way.
The mounted relays are only discharging the capacitors of the CS-module in the fastest possible, safe way
by connecting low value, 25W resistors and disconnect it from this PS-80 module by power mosfets.
In older versions you had to remove the SMD fuse holders first and then mount a header instead.
From now on the PR-header is always mounted. It is covered by two 2,5mm² copper jumpers (R1/R2 in
schematics), connecting the PS-80 supply to the CS-header. If you use a PR-module you have to cut away
these thick jumpers. The switching Mosfets on the PR-module take over this function then.
NOTE: if no protection module is fitted, you could decide to mount a VR-module here.
Make sure it is fitted exactly in the middle. Both connectors have the same pinning, see schematics.
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Voltage regulator module option
There is also a connector for a VR-x Voltage Regulator module mounted. It’s positioned at the back side,
between a VS-xx Input Stage module and the long power header at the back side of this PS-80 module.
A VR-module will increase stability and sound quality, since the VS-input stage module doesn’t experience
the voltage variations at higher power any more. In technical terms: the impedance of this supply circuit
decreases. If you want the best, use these.
You can mount it at the front or back (if a Protection module is
used) side. VR-3 just fits, VR-2 is less wide, fits better and can handle
the VS-xx currents taken with ease. VR-4 can only be mounted on
the front side, due to the limited space at the back side.
Following transformer voltages are recommended:
o ±25Vdc = 2x 18Vac trafo (power aprox. 50Wrms)
o ±35Vdc = 2x 18Vac trafo (power aprox. 100Wrms)
o ±50Vdc = 2x 30Vac trafo. (power aprox. 150Wrms)
o ±63Vdc = 2x 40Vac trafo. (power aprox. 200Wrms)
o ±80Vdc = 2x 50Vac trafo. (power aprox. 250Wrms)
Of course depending on the data of the CS-module type you selected.
For newcomers:
Vac is a so called effective value, being a Vac signal with the same amount of energy as a dc voltage would
generate. The top value of the specified Veff voltage however is higher than noted on the transformer!
After rectifying this, a Vdc top value of √2= 1,414 is reached. The supply capacitors will store this top value
then. Also, without a serious load the transformer output is higher as marked (see trafo specs), so keep a
few volts “space”. This difference in transformer output voltage while loading it is caused by its internal
resistance. The larger the transformer, the lower this unloaded voltage rise will be. Always calculate with
the unloaded output voltage:
Vout top = 1,42 * Utrafo unloaded.
Make sure that this calculated value will not exceed the rated capacitor voltages.
Feeding a higher than rated voltage dramatically shortens their lifespan and they can even BLOW OUT !
Electrolytic capacitors connected the wrong way will BLOW OUT immediately after connecting!
Changes in v2 versions.
So far we used a single version with a mix of today’s B/C layouts (see picture at first page) PS-80 in our bespoke built
amplifiers and amplifiers made by enthusiasts DIY’ers. So, all the fantastic comments you can read on our website are
with this more simple, mixed B/C version. Our new v2 versions are improved in several ways, where special care is
taken for optimal performance i.c.w. the type of capacitors mounted on the specific PCB. We also made some practical
improvements, f.e. the fuse holders now are at the top centre of the PCB for easy access and now also protect the PS80 parts itself. Another thing is that we now use 10A, 5 leads, Germany made screw clamping terminals instead of the
3 terminal screw connections we used before where up to three wires needed to fit in the centre (ground) screw.
Now every sec. transformer wire and earth has its own contact > no loose wires anymore and most easy to connect.

DIY kits
For those who want to build PS-80 modules themselves, we also provide DIY kits with all three types of
PCB’s. Please note that these kits come with all required parts and PCB, EXCEPT electrolytic and MKP
capacitors in order to give you maximum freedom of choice.
Just select the correct quality PS-80 A/B/C kit fitting the capacitors you have in mind!
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